
Item no.: 389652

KKW2000N - IEC elbow coupling screwed, cast version

from 9,21 EUR
Item no.: 389652

shipping weight: 0.10 kg
Manufacturer: Televes

Product Description
Professional IEC cast right-angle plug screwed with very high shielding effectiveness (Class A+).Compatible with the cable types: SK2000plus & SK2003plus & SK110plus &
SK100plus & SK6Fplus & CXT1 SK0837plus, SK0837/2plus.Highlights- Excellent shielding: Class A+- Compatible with many cable types- Easy installation on the cable: reusable-
Simple yet for reliable and secure installationFeatures- Angled design- Assembly without additional toolsGood to knowProfessional EasyF connectorsThe PRO EasyF connectors
guarantee A+ shielding and simplify assembly thanks to a single clamping screw that ensures much better pressure on the inner conductor than the connection provided by crimp
connector assembly. The moulded housing offers exceptional durability, proven by countless installations using PRO connectors from previous generations.The contribution that the
characteristics of the coaxial cable make to the installation also depends to a large extent on the quality of the connector and its assembly. The use of a highly shielded cable alone
is not sufficient if the connector does not at least maintain the quality. EasyF connectors are an effective and efficient alternative to compression connectors. One of the main
advantages of the EasyF connector is its quick assembly. In addition, no special tools are required to achieve shielding like that of compression connectors.The advantages at a
glanceQuick and easy assembly:- Only one fixing screw- Always visible connection- No more bad connections- No removable partsSecure connection:- Short installation time and
low costs- Ensures a reliable connection without additional rework- The high quality and very good technical properties of the connector are impressiveElectrically perfect:- Fully
automated production- Complete shielding, so the signal remains unaffected by possible interference- Perfect integration into the distribution power supply- The perfect connection
in networks with digital dividend thanks to its performance and quality- The professional connector- Practical: Hinged cover with screw- Simple: the cable inner conductor is inserted
through a slot in a plastic guide- Secure cable assembly: serrated rows ensure perfect clamping of the cable sheath- Simple: a single screw to clamp the whole set- Complies with
shielding class A +- Compact: no loose parts to store during connection- Cast housing: zinc plating, double chrome plating and RCP finish
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